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Gandhi surveys
massacre sight

The Cup

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

After the game, and after the champagne, members of Bowling Green's hockey team leave Iheir uniforms and prepare for the
celebration. Pictured (from left) are Kim Collins. Peter Wilton. Dave Bllett. Tim Hock. Mike Plkul. Jamie Wansbrough and Scott Hoyt.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Holidays reset
Monday, while many federal employees enjoyed a holiday, University students found themselves in
classes observing their academic
schedule.
According to Susan Caldwell,
personnel planning manager, the
Ohio Legislature passed House Bill
635 in 1975 which designated Martin
Luther King Day, President's Day
and Columbus Day floating holidays.
"This year the decision was
made to observe Martin Luther
King Day on the actual date of the
holiday, Caldwell said. "President's Day and Columbus Day are
being reassigned and this year will
affect classified employees, not
students."

Weather
Mostly sunny today with a high of
55. Ten percent chance of rain. Low
tonight 30.

NEW DELHI, India (AP) - Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi paid a sixhour visit to Assam on Monday and
briefly relived with dazed survivors
the eastern Indian state's 19-day-old
holocaust of slaughter, estimated to
have taken up to 1,400 lives.
During her absence, Parliament
was locked in angry debate over the
controversial election she ordered in
Assam and the bloodbath that ensued.
An opposition speaker, former Railway Minister Madhu Dandavate, accused the 65-year-old prime minister
of using "Hitlerite tactics" to impose
"a live election over dead bodies" in
Assam. Government members
charged that opposition parties indirectly supported the violence.
Voting that began Feb. 14 in the
multi-stage state election ended Monday, and counting began with Mrs.
Gandhi's Congress Party winning 23
of the first 26 races decided in the
balloting for 126 state assembly seats.
Her party was assured of victory
because of a low turnout resulting
from the violence and a boycott declared by the Assamese Movement
and major opposition parties.

One of Gandhi's first stops was a
refugee camp for 2,000 survivors of
the massacre. The only journalist
allowed to accompany her, from the
government's All-India Radio, reported she was deeply moved by what
the people told her.
One of those who stepped forward,
the radio correspondent said, was a
child with an eyeball partly gouged
out by an arrow. Gandhi "heard the
woes of many such victims," he reported.
The survivors asked Gandhi for
protection from the government's security forces rather than from the
Assamese state police.
She promised that those uprooted
would be rehabilitated and said, "No
one has the right to take the law into
their own hands... No one has the
right to stop elections."
Before returning to New Delhi Monday night, she conferred with leaders
of the state government outside Gauhati, the chief city in Assam. But she
apparently stayed out of the city
itself, where leaders of the Assamese
Movement declared a day-long general strike against the government.

GANDHI CALLED the elections in
January after the collapse of negotiations with student leaders of the predominantly Hindu Assamese
Movement, which is demanding that
hundreds of thousands of Bengalispeaking natives and emigrants from
neighboring Bangladesh, most of
them Moslems, be removed from the
voting lists. The movement wants
them expelled from Assam.

THE ASSAMESE Movement leaders unleashed all-out agitation
against the elections on Feb. 2. Escalating violence, in which more than
430 people were reported slain, culminated in the massacre last Friday by
Hindu tribespeople of between 600 and
1,000 men, women and children in 17
villages of the Nelli area, 450 miles
northeast of Calcutta.

utility excise taxes Anorexia, bulimia increase
may affect suburbs
COLUMBUS (AP) - Some suburban
and small city natural gas customers
might have to pay the temporary
utility excise tax proposed by Gov.
Richard Celeste, despite his administration's promises to the contrary.
Celeste, in a budget-balancing
move, is proposing in House Bill 100 to
temporarily increase 1982 utility excise tax rate, now 4.5 percent, to 5
percent to raise $54 million.
The House-passed measure comes
before the Senate today. Utilities now
pass through the 4.5 percent tax to
their customers, but House Bill 100
stipulates that the additional 0.5 percent increase be paid by utility shareholders, not customers.
But State Consumers' Counsel William Spratley said yesterday he is
concerned ratepayers still will pay
the tax increase in those communities
which have negotiated local ordinance rates with Columbia Gas of
Ohio, Inc.

Based on typical billings, that customer tax would be about |5 a year,
according to Columbia. Columbia
serves 1 million customers in 362
cities, villages and unincorporated
jurisdictions. Gas rates in 328 of those
jurisdictions have ordinance provisions which provide for the automatic
pass-through of taxes to gas customers, according to James Fout, a technical adviserln Spratley's office.
It is Spratley's view that home-rule
provisions of the Ohio Constitution
might block the General Assembly
from changing terms of these local
ordinance contracts.
IF THIS is the case, the only Columbia customers who would escape the
excise tax increase would be those in
48 communities where gas rates are
set by the Public Utilities Commission
of Onto or where the local ordinance
does not require customers to pay the
excise tax.

Editor's note: This is the first in a
three-part series on eating disorders. Today's story deals with the
increasing number of these disorders and the manner in which
they are treated.
by Janet Boyer
reporter

The Duchess of Windsor once said,
' 'A woman can never be too rich or too
thin." Many college students take the
Duchess at her word.
College students may find it difficult to accumulate a fortune, but
anyone can go on a diet. Yet some
people get carried away. Their dieting evolves into eating disorders
such as bulimia and anorexia.
Today the number of reported cases
of eating disorders on college campuses is increasing, and the University is no exception.
According to Barbara Kalman, a
psychologist at the Counseling Center, eating disorders probably are not
a new phenomenon, but the University was not aware of it until last

spring when women began coming to
the center for help. Kalman said at
least half of the people she counsels
suffers from some type of eating
disorder.
She categorized eating disorders by
the subjective perception of the
woman she counsels.
"If she believes she has binges or if
she evaluates herself as binging, I use
the term 'bulimia' " Kalman said.
"If the woman does not perceive
herself as binging and is constantly
overcontrolling or starving, I categorize that as 'anorexia.'"
TREATMENT USED at the University is predominantly individual psychotherapy, Kalman said. She said
she steers away from group therapy
because the disorder is so personal
and is difficult to share it with strangers.
During one of the counseling sessions Kalman begins a process to aid
the client in recognizing bow to deal
with the eating disorder. Eventually
Kalman strives to help the client
achieve self-acceptance.

Students seeking treatment for eating disorders become concerned that
the psychologist will inform parents
about their problem, Kalman said.
"Part of the procedure here at the
University," she said "is that anyone
over the age of 18 has privileged
communication. I can't call anyone
unless I have the student's permission
or the student gets in such a crisis that
it looks like a life and death issue."
"If a person is suspicious that someone is suffering from an eating disorder such as anorexia or bulimia, there
are not a whole lot of options one can
take," Kalman said. She suggests the
individual confront the person in a
tactful manner, and state concern
about the person's health. However,
she warns that a person never should
label the disorder because what may
look like an eating disorder may be a
symptom of another problem.
But Kalman said no one can be
forced into any treatment for a suspected eating disorder, and added it is
wise when dealing with the problem to
be careful not to pressure the victim.

Protestors picket secretary

Watt criticizes American journalists
by Scott Sleek and
Carolyn Van Scnalk
COLUMBUS - United States Secretary of the Interior James Watt
charged Friday that his critics and
the press have misconstrued his
environmental policies.
More than 150 protesters
marched outside the Hyatt Re«ency Hotel in Columbus, where
fatt was addressing publishers,
editors and reporters at a convention of the Ohio Newspaper Association in Columbus.
Watt said his opponents have
failed to disclose facts that show
his dedication to environmental
protection and better environmental management.
He said the Washington press
corps has failed to accurately disseminate information to the rest of
the country.
"You folks are limited in the
information given to you.. .They
(the Washington press) report
more opinion man fact, and I want
fact," be sakL "I see a vast difference in the working press in Washington and the press anywhere
else."
THE PICKETERS included busi-

nessmen, students and children.
Protester Tom Kessel, a landscaper from Columbus, said be
believes the protesting will only
generate recognition of their opposition to Watt
"It (protesting) makes a
statement about how we feel about
the man," Wood said.
Mary Hessel, a substitute teacher for the Columbus schools, said
she came to march because she
does not agree with the interior
administration's policies.
"I'm here because I oppose his
policies," Hessel said. "To sell our
parks and to sell off public lands to
corporations to exploit for profit is
wrong."
Larry Scott, a real estate manager, said be is confused about
Watt's views.
"He says he's for the people, but
he's not telling you which people
he's for," Scott said. "His special
Interest groups are not my special
interest groups."
Watt told persons attending the
convention that his policies provide
for a more efficient Department of
the Interior. He charged past presidential administrations with failing "to manage the abundant
environmental resources that we

have." He said the Reagan administration is taking a fiscal approach
to the environment rather than a
legislative
view.
r
'We determined that the laws
were adequate," he said. "We
sought to reduce our budget."

ling. He first said no congressmen
voted against his off-shore drilling
proposals, but later said such legislation never aproached the House
or Senate floor.
"No one felt strong enough about
it in a public policy area to bring it
before the floor for a vote," he said.

HE SAID he has presented legislation to Congress more than most
other U.S. departments, and has
requested a higher budget for his
department than officials who previously held his office.
"On the average during the last
two years, I testified before a committee once every eight days," he
said. "The record is abundant. The
public record is full of fact, but you
don't know the facts."
"Every type of land that we have
is better managed today than it
was two or three years ago," Watt
said.
He charged that past administrations have not devoted enough attention to consumer interests and
national defense issues.
"If you don't take care of the
land, you don't have it," he said.
"And that is the stable security for
our nation."
Watt discussed some specific policies, particularly off-shore dril-

DURING A question and answer
session, Watt said during a recent
vacation in Florida he did not keep
himself informed about the current
controversy concerning the Environmental Protection Agency and
its director, Ann McGM Burford
(formerly Ann Gorsuch). But be
said he believes the public is receiving opinion from the press instead of the truth.
Watt also discussed the recent
controversy over statements be
made about social disorder on
American Indian reservations.
He said he believes more attention should be given to improving
education and employment conditions for American Indians and he
said government schools for Indian
children were inadequate.
"I'm the first leader and the first
Indian chief that ever sat in the
office and had the courage to speak
the truth," he said.

James Watt

BG News Photo/Lli Kelly
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Real heroes lack media appeal
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OPINION
Vol. 63

WASHINGTON - Almost anything
bad that can be said about drama
applies with a vengeance to "Winds of
War." Still, it not only set new records
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Nuclear freeze could
avert Armageddon
T ast year voters across the country passed resolutions
I Jirging the United States and the Soviet Union to adopt an
immediate bilateral nuclear weapons freeze. Subsequent
public opinion polls have shown between 60 percent and 70
percent of the American people to be in support of a freeze.
However, the United States government has yet to propose
such a freeze to the Soviet Union.
The subject of nuclear arms negotiations is always complex and at times appears almost incomprehensible. Parity
has become a term beyond definition. The weighing of
varying capacities to produce mega-deaths has become so
involved that we seem unable to agree on anything except to
build more weapons to deter the growing number of Soviet
weapons.
The most appealing aspect of the nuclear freeze proposal is
it's simplicity. Grain farmers from North Dakota can comprehend a weapons freeze just as easily as New York
intellectuals. The meaning of the statement; the United
States and Soviet Union will immediately cease the testing
production and deployment of nuclear weapons and their
delivery systems, is universally understood.
Freeze proposals are invariably accompanied by assertions of our inability to verify Soviet compliance with such a
treaty. These myths must finally be laid to rest. The truth is
that a comprehensive freeze is probably the closest to a
verifiable treaty we will ever get.
It is very difficult to verify a treaty which allows certain
kinds of missiles and outlaws others. Facilities used to
produce permissable submarine launched ICBM's may also
be used to manufacture ground luanched missiles in violation
of treaty regulations. Noncompliance of this nature would be
extremely difficult to detect.
On the other hand, a comprehensive freeze would be easily
verifiable. A freeze would force the closing of all facilities
used to produce nuclear weapons. Our satellites are completely capable of detecting violations of such a ban. Our
intelligence agencies have identified all such Soviet facilities
and our satellite cameras are capable of revealing the
license plate of a car.
The most important question to be answered in determining the verifiability of a treaty is whether either side is
capable of cheating and developing a new weapon before the
other side is able to counter the treaty. In the case of the
freeze this is impossible. It simply requires too much time
and too many resources to develop a major new weapons
system in complete secrecy.
The nuclear freeze is simple and makes sense. It would be
a long needed positive step toward ending the nuclear
madness we are begining to wake up to.
Under current plans the United States will increase their
nuclear arsenal from nearly 10,000 warheads at present to
almost 16,000 by 1990. During the same period the Soviet
Union has vowed to increase its stockpile from over 6,000
warheads to over 10,000 warheads. These build-ups do not
increase national security. They only further squeeze the
hair-trigger which controls our future and wreaks havoc on
domestic economies.
The United States cannot realistically afford the arms
race. Our projected $200 billion deficit for next year could be
virtually eliminated if the freeze were adopted. This could
trigger a lasting recovery in both the world market and our
domestic economy. However, if the deficits aren't eliminated
recovery could be severly jeapordized.
The Soviet economy is in even worse shape than our own.
With a GNP 40 percent lower than that of the United States,
Soviet economic resources have been severely strained by
the arms race. They can little afford to continue the pace
they are currently maintaining. A freeze would ease their
financial problems tremendously.
We support the nuclear weapons freeze as a workable,
verifiable and necessary first step toward eliminating the
threat of nuclear war to all peoples of the world. We feel
continuation of the arms race threatens the existence of the
entire world and that a bilateral freeze would be a strong shot
in the arm for the economies of the United States and the
Soviet Union as well as the world in general.
Therefore, we urge all Americans to become involved in
the democratic process by joining the millions of others who
are writing Congress and lobbying in support of a bilateral
nuclear freeze. The race to Armageddon must be stopped.
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COMMENTARY
by Joseph Kraft

in the ratings, it also entered deeply
into the national dialogue. Why?
Because, I think, it met the need for
a special kind of hero. The country
wants an undoubted good guy who.
without being a pig, preserves the old
values amid the rich temptations of
modern life. That kind of fellow is
hard to find - which is why we have an
actor as president, while a genuine
hero, John Glenn, can barely get his
campaign off the ground.
The flaws in "Winds" excited abundant analysis by the television critics.
They found it, as I did, long on talk,
short on action, and verging on tedium. Most of the characters were
typed to the point of unreality. Some
gave acting a bad name. As a result, a
piece of work meticulous in detailed
research rang deeply false. The docudrama, unlike the book, offered a
classic example of knowing much and
understanding little.
So the impact was all the more
remarkable. ABC estimates that 140
million people watched some part of
"Winds" - the largest audience ever
for a series. On average, it captured
38.6 percent of the available TV
households and S3 percent of the possible viewers - just a little behind
"Roots," which broke all records
back in 1979.

the end for the good and simple values
of yore. Given the opportunity for a
cushy life with the likes of Roosevelt
and Churchill, he preferred commanding a battleship. He believed in
country, honor and duty. He put truth
ahead of careerism and family loyalties above dalliance. He stayed
moral after the greening of America.

ence for most Americans. It finds
substance chiefly in contrast with
Korea and Vietnam. Compared to
them. It was a "good" war. The
enemies were Nazies and Fascists
and imperialists - real heavies.
Americans were united and fought on
the right side.
If the goods and bads were strikingly apparent, however, the contrast
was not achieved by the sugar-coated
moraliam of the original soap operas.
On the contrary, life in "Winds" was
the liberated life the country managed to put on screen only after the
revolution of the 1960s. Women
worked. Unmarried sex took place. So
did adultery.

In sharp contrast is John Glenn, a
decorated veteran and the first American in orbit. As much as Reagan, if
not more. Glenn embodies devotion to
the simple truths. But like most authentic heroes be is not so much
Agamemnon as Achilles. He doesn't
want to command a battleship, or to
lead men. He made his mark riding in
space alone, and shooting down
planes in solo combat. Indeed, precisely because be is a loner, he has
had difficulty translating his personal
virtues into a presidential campaign.

One of the few national figures who
can also make that claim is Ronald
Reagan. He rose to prominence in
Hollywood, the American Babylon.
But he professes all the old beliefs, in
God, country and family. In declared
The point is not merely that there is
hostility to what became permissible a difference between the hero and the
after the 1960s, be is positively radi- leader. The larger point is that many
cal
of us admire qualities that have little
to do with real life and less to do with
The serious question about Reagan being a good president. If many of our
is whether he's for real. He often recent presidents have proved to be
seems to be acting out the presidency.
arts, the reason lies less
One has the sense that the only true in institutional defects than in the
misery he knew was losing his legs in winds of public opinion.
"Kings Row." He gives the impression he could play, equally well, the
Joseph Kraft writes for the Los
role of Sitting Bull or the role of
Angeles Times Syndicate.
General Custer.

"Pug" Henry, as played by Robert
Mitchum, was not your macho, John
Wayne hero either. He was full of selfdoubt He was openly tender to his
children. He forgave his wife her
trespasses.
Though be lived amid the glitter of
the great, moreover, he came down in
iEBOiTWCPaae—* ■"»■«■ "■*

By subjective measure, the intensity of engagement ran very deep.
Practically everybody I met in Washington, where I started and finished
the week, and in Los Angeles, where I
passed a few days, was into "Winds."
The book was being read on the plane
out and on the plane back. I was asked
about it on a talk show supposed to
deal with the Russia of Yuri Andropov, and after a lecture on the Middle
East. "You can't go to lunch or dinner
anywhere," a French diplomat here
observed, "without 10 minutes of 'The
Winds of War.""
Special reasons for the attraction
come easily to mind. Subject, first of
all. World War II is a far-off experi-

Youthful idealism led to spying
NEW YORK -1 am coming in for a
second crack at Michael Straight's
story, in part because his book, "After
Long Silence," is now being released.

COMMENTARY
by Max Lerner
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but mostly because its anguish goes
deep to the roots of our time.
I knew Straight best from the late
1930s, before Pearl Harbor, into the
early 1950s of the McCarthy period.
We both wrote for the New Republic,
which his family owned, and we were
both involved in the liberal causes of
the day.
But when he wrote me recently that
he had done a political memoir about
bis entanglement with the netherworld of British espionage, having
uncovered Anthony Blunt to British
Intelligence, I was as astonished as
all the others who thought they knew
him.
He didn't know himself either. That
is what the book is all about. It is the
memoir of a divided self, and there-

fore more tangled and desolating than
the confessions of some of his contemporaries who had been
mitted Communists and had I
disillusioned and made a clean break.
Straight never saw himself as a spy,
and, looking back, he still doesn't. Yet
objectively, in the 1930s, he was attached to a little spy group in England
who gave him instructions and used
him, and he knew they were using
him.
When he became a Communist as a
Cambridge student he seemed to have
everything: wealth, family, attractiveness, brilliance - everything except what really counted, which was
rootedness. and a sense of selfhood.
His familv was American, his education and friends were British, ana
he didn't really know which country
was his. He felt guilty about his
wealth but didn't give it up. His best
friend, John Cornford, at once his
model and mentor, was lulled as a
Communist volunteer in the Spanish
Civil War, and Straight felt be must
somehow equal him in sacrifice.
With no inner gyroscope to give him
direction he was at the mercy of the
two men who knew what they wanted.

He fell under the spell of a young
Cambridge man, Anthony Blunt, who
sent him on a vague American mission. Straight tried to squirm out of it
but lacked the strength to say no.
Blunt dropped dark hints of a higher
party authority who had the final
decision. Straight now feels it was
Guy Burgess. Together the two men
meant to use his youthful idealism for
the cynical purposes of the Soviet
Union.
^^
As a spy story his book is not a whodun-it but a whydun-it. With all its
grace of writing and its unforgettable
vignettes, it is a wrenching effort to
trace the elements in his life and
character which entangled him with
Blunt and Burgess, and which made
him wait decades before be exposed
them to British Intelligence and now
to the world.
There was of course the usual mystique in communism which drew him
as it did many like him. Yet be overcame it in America when he abandoned the Communist Party line,
pushed for American entrance into
the war, enlisted as a fighter pilot and
later fought the Communist caucus in
the American Veterans Committee.

Nor does the mystique of espionage
itself appeal to him, as it did to Blunt
and Burgess.
It was the division within himself
that plagued him and kept him from a
sharp and open break with the spectral pair of spies. Twice in 1949 in
London and in 1952 in Washington he
had a chance to act, and he put it off.
He notes his "inability to force an
issue, to resolve a conflict, to make an
enemy, to break completely with my
past.'1
He couldn't shake the guilt of his
young years, and it caught him in the
vise of paralyzed will arid an unhealed
split in himself.
When be finally mustered the
strength to talk to British Intelligence
it led to the unmasking of Blunt. But it
was not until a London journalist got
wind of it that Straight was overtaken
by events and gave a story to the
British press. He has given it now to
the world, and finally he is a free
man, and the divided pieces of his self
are coming together.
Max Lerner writes for the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

Lifestyles reveal value systems
EDITORS NOTE: This Is the first in a
teriesofartkletobennmcoiijiictton
with Values and Ethics Week sponsored by the United Christian Campus
Ministers. There will be activities on
and around campus all week concerning this theme.
Fifteen years ago or so, as
words were walking off the
stage of Popular Use, others
sneaking on. One of these was

some
great
were
"life-

COMMENTARY
by Pat Schnapp
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style." "Lifestyle," aptly enough,
emerged about the same time that
many different liberation movements
in the States were either peaking or
developing a groundswell of support. I
say "aptiy" because "UfeatyfiFsuggests an intentional way to enflesh our
values and was often linked with a
new freedom expressed in countercultural ways of living. "Llfesytle"
covered both the hippie
commune
fragrant with "reefer1' and the solar
borne built by people attempting selfsubsistent farming, co-op buying and
"natural foods" dieting.
"Lifestyle" reminds us that we are,
to some extent, free to swim against

values in the cultural stream that we
don't buy and to decide our own
priorities. It implies that we "walk
our talk," that there's a certain integrity between what we tell people fa
important to us and how we re living.
And so we are suspect of a health
nut who jogs religiouly but eats junk
food and chain-smokes. Or a socialist
who Bves high off the hog and drives a
Mark Four. Or a self-proclaimed liberal who snickers at racist jokes and
sexist behavior.
Lifestyle is the print-out of our
priorties. When our deepest values
aren't obvious to someone besides

ourselves, something's wrong somewhere.
Clearly, our lifestyle decisions have
a certain limitation while on campus.
The "givens" of residence, food (to
some extext), schedule, as well as the
need for certain compromises when
we live closely with others, can sometimes obscure our individuality and
curb our choices. And college can
seem to be not so much the turfof selfdetermination as tiie launching pad
for when we get into the "real" world
and can call the shots for ourselves.
THEN we'll decide how we're going to
live.
Often true. But the immediate chal-
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lenge remains. If some big decisions
about bow we live aren't in our hands
now. many other are.
What's really Important to me?
These years at college and away from
family are a good time to clarify my
values and start to incorporate them
into how I live now. Then I can decide
what for me, is the "good life" before
I get trapped into something that
Isn't. Then my lifestyle will not be just
something I slid into, but something I
chose.
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The Wews asks/Proposed student code changes, yes or no?'
Editor's note: The News has attempted to find out what students think of the proposed student code revisions. This was
not a prepared random sample. Students at the University Union were asked what they thought of the revisions. They

RONALD CIANCCITTI, PAUL LYON, junior art
senior public relations major
major
I think the effort is sincere, the intentions are good. The problem is that
there is a Tack of communication. No
one is willing to sit down and debate
this logically. There is a high degree
of distortion. I'd like to see it moved
into debate, where all the interest
groups could get together and discuss
it, like PFSSA (Public Relations Student Society of America), student
government...
There are laws against being tried
for the same thing twice. What you
have to separate is school policy and
legal jurisdiction. I'd like to represent
students in a debate.

I think it is unfair, ridiculous. To me it
isn't lawful. They (Campus Safety
and Security) sbouldn 't ha ve jurisdiction off campus. I don't understand
why a college has to interfere with a
city matter.

gttttja^

also were asked if they thought students should be considered University students only when on campus or when both off
and on, and if they thought a lighter dty court load might justify the proposed revisions.

JOHN FLOWERS, senior
communications major

JIM WILCOX, senior sales JULIE WRIGHT, junior
major
special education major

I'd say the University shouldn't have
control over what happens outside the
University. Part of the learning experience is developing responsibility.
Part of learning responsibility is
learning how to live off campus. It's
almost like they (University administrators) are being a babysitter for all
the people who live off campus.

I think it sucks.
I don't see how they (administrators) think they can getaway with it I
would have to say the University
should stay out of it (city affairs).

^

ONE DAY SPECIAL
TUESDAY
ONLY

25%-50% off

No pick up or delivery on specials

Tuesday Evening
open tit 9:00

440 E. Court

352-1596

P — amm""CUP & USe THI8 COUPON TO 8AVE MONEYm,m m"" 1

'83 HAIRSTYLES
NOW COST LESS!

DL PoUr Puff
525 KiJg. Si.

Spin the Wheel at 12:30

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY NITE 7-9
For your private party
call 352-8707

FREE cup of soup « **
w/$2.75 or $3.50 salad
11-4:00 Inside only
All the pizza and salad
YOU CAN EAT!
5-10 inside only

•lots of colors
•one size fits all

Monday-Pttchflrs, Pounders & Schnapps Night;
Tuesday-Ladies Drink Gin Tonic, Lite Bear
Wednesday-House Drink
\»Z
(legal joint & kotrlt beer night)
Tr»ursday-Beat the Hour Night (pitchers)
Friday-Happy Hour 3-9
Saturday: Happy Hour 3-9

To some it might seem like a good
deterrent. But I think students who
live off campus are old enough to take
care of themselves.
Once they (students) are off camA
pus, it's just like going to their home
town. I don't see why the University
should hold them liable, too.
But certain things should be hanj
died through the University. If you go
and get drunk uptown, that should be
handled through the city. But it yov
break into a house, yes, the University should be able to handle that.

SMORGASBORD

ALL Leg
Warmers
-Daily Events-

What students do in the town is the
student's responsiblity. The town
should have a way of dealing with
problems that happen off campus.
The University shouldn't have authority over what happens in the dty.
When you commit a crime on campus,
it should be a campus and city affair.
But when it's in the city, the city
should take care of It.

TOM KAHLE, procure
ment and internationa
business major

How to Mow Fellini.
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The RAX Management
Career
A Thriving Success!
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Few companies in our Industry haw to thoughtfully nurtured
their management development programs Theee exceptional
features reflect why your swift growth is inherent in a RAX
management earner.
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The RAX Growth Potential
Since 1968. RAX has been refining a creative faat-lood concept
through improved operational Mchnlquee. bunding design
and menu offerings Our new greenhouse exteriors and
extended menu, coupled with a can-do management leem.
have accelerated our success Today we have restaurants In
tour states and are franchising on a nationwide scale. Our
management professionals ere moving up fast.

At SYSTEM SEVEN salons

RAX Management by Objective

(where Command Performance used to be)

We're eager fo talk to candidates who've set their own
smbilioua goafs throughout ihsir educational yean. Ours is a
goal achieving environment in which our urM and district
msnagers assist in assessing a restaurants potential and plot
increase-profit strategies. T he latitude essential to mailmUing
your potential Is basic to our management philosophy

USWES7! fgfUPlSSfo

The RAX Entry Position
Significant administrative as well aa handa-on rasponsibililies
provide e profit perspective of a unit* operation for new
management profeeeionate Ovsrall knowledge of all the
factors influencing food, labor and paper coats and restaurant
standards a Quicfcfy grasped In your beginning goal as s RAX
assistant manager.

US/VE$7! SeAgR$CioT-"nowT9

The RAX Training Program

DSWE$7! R&BPfS&U

Our management training program reflects our expectation of
KH advancement up our management ladder A pacesetter
the Industry, the program incorporates behavior modeling
seminars. Interview workshops and a professional development assessment progr em

I
\f%Aifr- OOO CLEARANCE SALE. WWa
SAVE * " f ••••ct**! of horn, product.
LJOnrfc ■ m m avaftab(# at HALF-PRICE.

RAX WILL BE ON CAMPUS
TUESDAY, MARCH 1. 1983
See the Placemen! Office for Details

ft/ Check how much you'll savel)

If you are seeking a flourishing company in which you can
move ehead more rapidly than you ever ihought possible, plsn
now to meet with us If you are unable lo schedule an interview
with us at this time, forward your resume to

a.*
JRArVTS

systenrv severe

RAX MSTAUftANTS
PO (o.r>foeo
Cakisafsus,OMo«32l(
An Equal Opportunity Employer ks/fi

Talk it over, over a cup of Orange Cappuccino. Creamy-rich, with
an orange twist, ifs a little bit of 2a dolce vita. And lfs just one of six deliriously
different flavors
from General Foods*
rt=s2s^it£e=a
International Coffees. I
GENERAL FOODS* INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

*"*THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE

Salons located whir* Command Parlormanca uaad to b*
HOURS: 10 to 9 Mon-Frl. 0 to 7 Sat. 12 to • Sunday
Appolntmanta avallablo tor parma and coloring
North Town* Sir 47a-T»«S
WoodvBV. Mai «£-•»•
FrfataUki Park Ma> 472-aesa Bowing Oraan 3«2-esi«

HURRY! Sale Is for LIMITED TIME ONLY!
I ivSJ Genwsi Foods Corr«»*on

itBaaaaaiaaiCLF ft USE THtS COUPON TO SAVE MONEY „ mmmm mm m
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Actress resurrects black heroine
fcjp June Raaaloy
staff reporter

In the dressing room, her
wrinkles are white latex
and brown paint an a 34year-old face. Under the
lights in Kobacker Hall,
she lifts her face and the
ridges seem to soften into
folds of aging skin.
In Saundra Dunson

young folks, they'd rather
look at 'Wonder Woman'
and 'Superman,' " she
said. "Harriet was real."
Franks, a former underwriter for Allstate Instruments Co., rediscovered
her love for acting when
she started to write skits
for management meetings.
She became discontented
with her old lob in 1977.
"I decided I wasn't going
to be one of these people
who sits in a rocking chair
and thinks about what
could have been," she said.

Franks, Harriet Tubman
was resurrected Sunday
night in honor of Black
History Month.
"I'm a walking history
lesson, done in a very innovative way," Franks said.
As Tubman, Franks tries
to educate Americans
about black history and the
achievements of women.
"These educated, lost

^ S and LAD/*,
•&

UNIPERMS

WAVERING between
her underwriting job and
acting, Franks said she
prayed for help. She received a Job offer the next
week to portray Tubman
and left her underwriting
career.
Friends and co-workers

only $25.00
includes haircut

MONTY'S HAIR FASIONS

mon-thur* 8:30-6:00
fri. 8:30-8:00

352-2611
124 W. Wooiter

$2.00 OFF

With This Coupon •
KG f 13.95
NOW 111.93

HOODED SWEAT SHIRTS

$1.00 OFF

KG 19.93
NOW M.*9

FALCON HOUSE 140 E. WOOSTER
NO OTHER BSCOUW -POLY

M-F 10-5:30 SAT 10-5

♦

X♦

♦
♦
♦

OFFER GOOD THRU 2/26'83

•— With This Coupon ™—■

COLLEGE NIGHT

T'U*E»S*D*A'Y
ADULTS »1.99
A Chopped Steak or Filet of Fish Dinner with Baked Potato,
Warm Rollwilh Butter and Our All-You-Can-Eal Salad Bar, or...
Enjoy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just S2.49.

CHILDREN .99

,--1

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Hamburger or Hoi Dog with Choice of Potato
and Pudding or Gelatin

♦

PONBEBOSA

i

FRANKS, A member of
the Alkahest Agency in Atlanta, performed for 14
universities across the
country last year. At each
performance, Franks said
she feels Tubman's presence.
"She is there," Franks
said. "Sometimes I can
almost smell the scent that
was in her house. I think
she'd be pleased (with the
program), because it's
very accurate historically."

4-9 P.M.
1544 E. WoosterSt.

\
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BG News Photo/Jerry Cattaneo

Resurrection

Harriet Tubman was resurrected In Saundra Dunson Franks Sunday night in honor of Block
History Month. Franks, a member of the Alkahest Agency In Atlanta, performed at 14
universities last year.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

SKI WEEKEND TRIP

(NEW SPRING COLORS JUST ARRIVED)

X♦

when she died, she called
the people in her home
around her and gave her
own funeral," Franks said.
"Then she Just lay back
and her soul left her body."
"I thought, oh God, this
woman is not dead, and
I'm not going to let her
die."
Franks said that the life
of an underground railroad
conductor does not appeal
toner.
"I'd just be too scared. I
don't even know if I would
have had the initiative to
run."

^

SWEAT PANTS

I

were concerned at this supposedly impractical decision. "They called my
mother and asked her all
kinds of questions about
my mental health,"
Franks said.
Books and photographs
supplied Franks' initial information about Tubman.
But three days spent in
Tubman's home in Auburn, N.Y., gave Franks a
more personal view of Tubman.
"I slept in her bed.
touched the things she had
owned, and went to her
church. I sat on the same
pew she sat on every Sunday."
Franks visited Tubman's grave.
"I said 'Harriet, I can't
believe I'm here. What do
you want me to do?' And
the grass on her grave
started quivering. It
scared me to death."
FRANKS CONTINUES a
Cractice begun by Tubman
erself, who shared her
experiences with audiences around the country
before her death.
"She was so strong that

Feb. 26 & 27
At Alpine and Brighton, Michigan
$75.00/person
DOWNHILL
(four in a room)
CROSSCOUNTRY
Transportation
Breakfast and Dinner
Two Lessons
Equipment

Price includes:

Must sign up by Friday

LAST Trip leaves March 5 & 6 call 372-2343

2 bedroom, laundry facilities, Tenants pay electric and gas
Furnished 9 1/2roo. $250 & gas & elec. 12mo. $250 £ gas
& elec. Unfurnished $225 & gas & elec. $200 & gas & elec.
$50 deposit required
through March 1,1983

516 E. MERRY AVENUE-EAST MERRY APARTMENTS
Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom apartments with 2
baths.Carpeted with dishwasher and garbage disposals.
Close to campus, all electric units. Residents pay
by the semester.

Model Hours: Apt. #23
5 to 8 Monday thru Friday
5 to 7 Sundays

Lower units $450 & elec.
through March 1,1983

Maurer Green
Green Briar Inc.

352-0717
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Pizza Special

5.00 «/e*4*

MOM

803-815 Eighth Street Apartments

Furnished

[■iriMimii

I Urge Pizza

Now Leasing for Fall 1983

Model Hours: Apt. 815 #8
MWF 12 noon to 7
TT 2:30 to 7
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Mi
Mark's Pizza Pub
352-3551
FmMwwy
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PHYSICS AT UD
An intensive summer program
June 20 - August 6, 1983
• A full-year college physics course,
including laboratories, in 7 weeks.
• Ideally suited for pre-medical and other
life science college students.
• Appropriate for most academic majors.
• Housing available.
• Make your plans now.
Call the Department of Physics
(513) 229-2311

1

The UnwersityofDayton
224 E. WoosterSt.

300 College Park

Dayton, Ohio 45469-0001

wfm

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In Test Preparation.
PREPARE FOR

MCATDATLSAT
Off •KPSYCH-l
PCAT.OCJIT*

^25
Off
anyJrOster&goHring

mr*rsir*ur*N
Tum-impmtrLi
B3tt • FLEX • M
POOUTRY BOARDS

Flaxlbt* Program* and Hour*

seven days for your convenience.
tMhr

fr>LACE

^TX

See your Josten's representative
Place: University Bookstore
Student Services Building
2/21 & 2/22

KAPiAH -a»
3550 Secor HoerJ
SuH* 201
TofcxJo. Onto

Cell 536-3701

F« ml»«mlon About Olh«r Cwwi In Mori Than 10* M«tor U* OSes « ***—

TIME 10:00-4:00

OUTMOE M.V. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: »X»-22»-17t2

If you'd like to know more about
Supply School and the Navy
Supply Corps, sign up for an
interview at the placement
office on April 20 and 21,
1983, or call:1-800-362-1007
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Private spending needed

Sen. Robert Dole

photo by/Ivor Emmanuel

I■ *Hh on*16item Urge Pizza

ployment rates dropping
rapidly.

The only way to balance
the United States' federal
budget is through a growth
in the private sector and a
decrease in defense spenda, according to Sen. RobDole, R-Kan.
Dole, in Toledo Saturday
night to address the 5th
Congressional District's
annual Lincoln Day dinner, said an increase in the
production and spending of
the private sector is the
answer to the high unemployment rate.
"The answer to unemployment is not through
creating more federal
jobs," he said. "A look at
the inefficiency of federally-run programs in the
past will tell you that. Instead of spending more tax
money to create a few Jobs,
we should encourage initiative in the private sector
where many jobs can be
created."
Dole said he thinks the
worst of the recession is
over but warned Americans not to count on unem-

"ITS NOT going to happen overnight, but recovery is on its way," he said.
"You don't have to take
my word for it, but just
look at housing and auto
sales and how they've
started to climb upward in
the past few months.
"The best is yet to come,
but to make sure it does,
we need to bring the federal deficit down and interest rates down still more."
He added that an area
which Congress is likely to
cut more in the 1964 budget
is defense spending.
"If we're going to reduce
the deficit, we're going to
need to make more defense
cuts," he said. "Defense is
a grave responsibility -one
which we must be sensible
about. The Pentagon
should become neither a
scapegoat nor a pig."
DOLE CITED foreign
trade and international relations as areas which the
United States needs to
strengthen.
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DON T FORGET MONDAY FEBRUARY 28th
SPANKY'S MASH BASH
LARGE 6 1 2 ft. TV SCREEN

one coupon per purchase
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college I.D.

Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels
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"We should demand reciprocity with foreign
countries we trade with,"
he said. "It doesn't have to
be exact exchange, but it
should be fair trade.
There's no reason for our
exports to a country to be
lower than our imports."
"We ought to be talking
to the Soviets and
strengthen our communication lines with them."
Dole, a member of the
Senate Agriculture and
Forestry Committee, said
agricultural exports could
be strengthened through
more international cooperation, which would ultimately help the farmer's
income. He added that the
Reagan Administration
has done poorly in increasing grain sales to the Soviet Union. Dole said the
United States should be
trying to sell any food it
can to the Soviets in order
to make them spend their
money on food Instead of
arms.
Dole also said he thinks
the government should be
giving away more surplus
food to the needy, and has
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by Marcla 8loan
assistant managing editor

l-UK E. Woouct Si.
Behind Findci'i Eul
Hours M-F 8-10 Sal. « Sun. 9-10
PrB^oWwwWI Coupon
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Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84
ROCK LEDGE MANOR

LAST
LECTURE
SERIES

850 Sixth St. at South College
2 bedroom fum. apt.
2 fuD baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker

$535 per month
-9 month lease
Owner pays heat and water

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-384111-3 or 354-1120

EAT-IN
CARRY OUT
IN A HURRY?

Conrad Pritcher, Tom Attig,
and Cathy Pratt
will be speaking as though
giving the last lecture
of their lives.
Tuesday, Feb. 22, 8:00pm
Offenhauer Main Lounge
Free

^Dexter':
510 E. WOOSTER AVE.
Phone:

Try Our Drive-Thru
Fast. Friendly Service
Sub Delivery .25 charge
2 nubi minimum

DELIVERY SPECIAL

250
off!
EVERY SUB

Good Sunday thru Wednesday
352-4497

Delivery starts at 4pm

352-9814

■

introduced a bill which
would give away soybean,
wheat and corn products
as well as free cheese.
"WE'VE GOT surpluses
running out of our ears and
we're payingY $628,000 a day
to store it, " he said. 'I
think if that food's good
enough to give away overseas, it's good enough to
give away at home."
Another program Dole
said he is very interested
in is the Payment In-Kind
program introduced by the
Reagan Administration for
agriculture. The program
allows farmers to take
land out of production and
receive surplus grain from
the government as a subsidy.
"I have a lot of confidence in the program, but
there are a tew problems
that are probably going to
delay it, he said, stating
tax liabilities as the major
problem.

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

Preferred
Properties Co.
lloh "
To
loafra tt New Cherrywood Health Sot
Apartment Complexes
9:00 • 4:30 Monday • Friday
Hoven House- '535/tno.
Ppedmonl-8lh & High St.- '375/mo.
Birchwood Ploce-650 S'xth St.- '400/mo
Meodowlork-818 Seventh St - '400/mo.
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo.
Small Bldgs.-Monville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo

HOUSES

Feature*:

2 bedroom ■ carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
1V4bath
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished
Cabtevision available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays

CKNYWM0 Kali* SPI
Comptsrto fociliti** lo* mon ond woman
•Hy<»fo-Spo Whirlpool
-indoor HMI.NI Pool
•We>io* Souna
•Son Lompt
•Showor Monog*
"Howry Built
•Comptoto Exorcise Equipment

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA
•ProUieionally quoliftod instructor* and »lo*f
•Outtklo rocrootlon
_..
_
•Loun^/woek bo.
Other Rentals
Houses, •fficlwnclM; 1 bdrm.
Furnished ft Unfurnished
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BG women cagers lose close one to Miami, 74-69
by Marc Delph
sports reporter

Emotions ran extremly high in
Anderson Arena Saturday, as they
always do when a Bowling Green
team faces a Miami club. This particular matchup between the Falcon
women basketball players and MU
had added emotions.
There were many reasons why the
game was a picture-perfect example
of the rivalry. These Redskins walked
into Anderson Arena last weekend
with a first place 12-1 Mid-American

Conference record; they defeated BG
earlier in the season by 11 points (the
most the Falcons have ever been
beaten by this season); and finally, as
if this matchup developed from a
fairy tale, BG coach Kathy Bole and
MU coach Pamela Wettig were roommates and teammates for two years
as collegiates. To top it off, the two
mentors played their college days
here at BG.
But, in an opposite manner in that
of the ending of a fairy tale, the bad
guys (MU) beat the good guys (the
Falcons), 7W9.

The Falcons controlled the
scoreboard the entire first half and up
until the 6:17 mark in the second half.
At that point, BG had a 5^52 advantage. But then Bole was called for a
technical foul. This mishap allowed
MU to come to within one point at 5958 while taking hardly a tick off the
clock.
"THE TECHNICAL was unfortunate," Bole said. "I would have liked
to have seen the game decided bv the
two teams and not on that technical."
BG continued to hang on to their
one-point advantage until the 2:52

r

. stock'-Vs* "
in America.

BOOT SALE
Every Pair
Men's and Lady's
Vow thru end of February

FRYE * DINGO * LAREDO * DURANGO

THE OUTPOST WESTERN
STORE
»-HM
Comer (lough E Main

Congratulations
George
Sine

Model Apt. B-15 Open Weekdays!: Saturdays 11-4
Otherwise by appointment

BG News
Advertising
Sales
Representative
of the week

9 or 12 month leases - individualized leases

* Landlord pays heat and A/C • water & sewage
* 5 minute walk to Downtown - 2 minute walk to campus
* Units are well insulated, soundproof • with deadbolt locks
* No car required - save on gas & car expense
* No long walk in sub-zero and rainy weather

(4person occupancy)

Special Summer Rate of $475 entire summer session

■\

352-9302

352-7365 evenings

Tip Your
Pizza
Driver

striker, Roberts scored six goals last
fall.
Junior Nell Ridgway was named as
BG's Most Valuable Player. Ridgway
set a number of Falcon records last
fall including the most points scored
in a season and the most points in a
career. Ridgway was named to the
National Soccer Coaches Association
of America all-America team as well
as the all-Mideast team. Finally, he
received the Carl Dale Award as the
Outstanding Defensive Player in
Ohio..
Senior Bob Theophilus was also
honored for his honorable mention
selection to the all-Ohio soccer squad.
Academically, goalie Joe Koury,
midfielder Drew Dawson and Roberts
were named to Ohio College Soccer
Association all-Academic team.

Palmisano announced the selection
of Ridgway and Junior Pat Kenney as
Uaaaaaaaaaaaaa 1963 captains.

CARTY RENTALS
4 lUM J1101KMU4K i MM* per person
3 ftidera S1201 moneVJMO ■ seme* per person

Efficiency Apts.long & short term leases

Summer Rentalssarang at Si 50 a month per apt
$375 entre Summer Session

Houses9 & 12 month leases

Single Roomsall near campus

Phone: 352-7365

DELTA ZETA has received
the following Panhel awards
BGSU SKI CLUB
SKI
HOLIDAY VALLEY
NEWYORK

* Owned and managed by landlord

Rates from 119.00per person per month

— — — —f >■■■■■•■■■■»■

Apartments-

Adjacent to Sterling Milk • Dexters - Dofsey Drugs

These are only a few of the
many good reasons for living at
Campus Manor!

team's Most Improved Player. Medancic, a Junior, was third on the
team in scoring with eight goals and
three assists.
Junior Bill Roberts received the
Coach's
— Award for the 1962 season. A

»

J CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS V
Rentals for 2-3-4 person

Thursday night. BG coach Gary
Palmisano's squad posted a a 12-7
record last fall as they set a new BG
mark for wins in a season.
Mladen Medandc was named as the

Attention:
members, past and present
applications available for
Director positions
Must have at least 1 semester of
UAO experience
Due in UAO office
by 5:00, Wed. March 9

10% to 50% OFF

Lee Jean Jackets low in Stock S29.95

with just nine seconds i
ing 72-69 lead with the time running
the time the foul seemed to navel
an appropriate one as Stuchul seemed
MU made two more free throws in
to be the person to foul. She is a the final seconds to round out the
freshman and, under the circum- scoring.
stances, might have fallen under the
pressure of knowing that her one-andLeading all scorers with 21 points
one free throw attempt might be the was Falcon forward Chris Tuttle.
difference in the contest.
Other BG leaders were Deanne Knoblauch with 14, Robinson-Zellers with
But she took the pressure in stride 12, and Melissa Chase with 10. Tubbs
and sank both shots for a command- led MU with 18.

BRIEFS
.. . from Page 7

Annual

ESS. a-F 10-3
SiTIO-6

mark in the final period when MU's
Tonya Tubbs sank a short lumper to
give the Redskins a 64-63 edge.
MU rallied for four more unanswered points before BG's Cary
McGehee got the Falcons moving
with a 17-foot jumper to bring them to
within three, SWKT
The Falcons closed the gap to one
point at 70-69 with under 20 seconds to
play when Falcon Diane RobinsonZellers fouled MU's Dana Stuchul

FEB 25-27
ONLY $89.00
Price includes: lift tickets,
lodging, meals
meeting: Tuesday, Feb. 22 8:00
070 Overman
SKI YA THERE

>

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd

• Most outstanding chapter
• Highest Pledge class average
• Third highest chapter average
• Dean's Scholarship Trophy
• Nine 4.0 awards
• Jackie Gribbons award
Mor/Amatore
• Highest big/little award
Linda Scott & Dee Blaisdell
• All Greek Who's whoMary Sue Anders
WAY TO GO

—•••■' -

-"»

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
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BODIES
BODIES
BODIES
BODIES
BODIES
BODIES

A special male fantasy review
featuring a challenge between
Cincinnati's and Toledo's hottest
male fantasy shows
Groups of 10 or more may
reserve (abtarn now by calling 874-225?
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WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND
FALL-ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, AS LOW AS $478
PER SEMESTER-4 MAN OCCUPANCY
FURNISHED. UNFURNISHED $450 each.
2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH-FURNISHED $365
2 OR 3 MAN OCCUPANCY-$548 per
SEMESTER PER PERSON/3 MAN OCCUPANCY
REMEMBER WHEN IT COMES TO
SERVICE, COME TO WINTHROP TERRACE
WE STILL HAVE UIITS AVAILABLE 01
PALMER AVE.. SUMMIT ST.. AID IAP0LE0I

VOTED ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO
LIVE BY BG STUDENTS
AT 400 MPOLEOM ID.
oao to 5:00 HOI-FRI
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BG icers win second CCHA championship in a row
by Tracy Collins
sports reporter

\

The MacNaugbton Cup was first
presented In March 1914 by James
MacNaugbton of Houghton, Mich., to
the winner of the American Amateur
Hockey Association.
The award subsequently was given
to the amateur and professional
leagues of Michigan's Upper Peninsula, the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association champions and, finally,
the Central Collegiate Hockey Association champions, becoming the
league's traveling award for the regular season title winner. .
Last Saturday night, the 69-yearold MacNaughton Cup traveled only
as far as the ice surface from the
trophy case, as Bowling Green's
hockey team captured its second consecutive regular season title with a 6-1
victory over Miami at the Ice Arena.

standings when their losses were coupled with an 6-3 BG victory on Friday
night
THE FALCONS CLINCHED the
title with an overall record of 24-6-4,
and a CCHA mark of 23-4-3, with two
games remaining before the playoffs.
Miami falls to 15-16-1 overall 13-16-1
in the league, as the Redskins also
will be heading for the playoffs.
BG used a balanced attack highlighted its big guns to put awayThe
Redskins each night. With the Falcons up 5-2 Friday due to some qpporhmistic play, senior co-captain Brian
Hills proceeded to have a hand in each
of the next seven goals by BG over the
two nights.
Hilb scored once (Just 20 seconds
after it was announced that both OSU
and MSU were losing) and set up two
goals by Jamie Wansbrough in the
third period of Friday's contest. Hills
set up two power play goals by John
Samamurl in the opening stanza of
Saturday's contest, before notching
two goals himself in the second period
to put the game - and the title - on ice.

The Falcons were put in the unexpected position of clinching after cosecond place teams Ohio State (6-3
losers to Notre Dame) and Michigan
State (4-2 losers to Ferris State)
ONE MAJOR DIFFERENCE this
dropped five points behind in the weekend, compared to the last two (in

which BG went 0-2-2), was that the
team took advantage of scoring opportunities, according to BG coach
Jerry York.
WDOM-COLLEGE HOCKEY
STATISTICS BUREAU
Place
School
Points
1 Minnesota (9)
99
2 Providence (1)
80
T3 BOWLING GREEN
68
T3 North Dakota
68
96
6 Wisconsin
S3
7 Ohio State
33
8 Minnesota-Duluth
30
9 Michigan State
24
10 Harvard
19
On Friday, BG took an early 3-1
•ad thanks to hard work by its forwards.
George Roll took the puck away
from a Miami defenseman along the
boards and Dan Kane fed it to a
breaking Perry Braun who scored to
give the Falcons the early lead. After
MU's Todd Channell evened things up
with a shorthanded goal, co-captain
Barry Mills put BG back up by putting
a loose rebound into an open net.
Redskin goalie Alain Chevrier had
made the initial save on a hard

was blocked, but Tim Hack scored on
the rebound.
WITH THE SCORE at 5-2, Hills and
Wansbrough outscored the Redskins
3-1 in the final period to put things out
of reach.

slapahot by Gino Cavallini, but the
shot caromed off his shoulder straight
to Mills.
Mike Pikul took advantage of a
WMPL COACHES POLL
Place
School
1 Minnesota (8)
2 Providence (1)
3 BOWLING GREEN(l)
4 NorthDakota
5 Michigan State
6 Wisconsin
7 Ohio State
8 Minnesota-Duluth
t Harvard
10 RPI

Paints
98
79
73
70
49
45
35
27
24
18
defensive lapse to beat Chevrier on a
long slapahot near the close of the
opening period. After a Miami power
play goal brought the Redskins to
within one at 3-2 in the second period,
BG broke the game open. Dave
O'Brian scored what would prove to
be the game winner by tipping in a
pass from Wayne Wilson as a delayed
penalty was being called on Miami. At
the 12:40 mark of the second period,
Miami was caught changing all five
players at once, and Pikul fed a rinkwide pass to Roll. Roll's initial shot

didn't have a lot of chances, but they
just«—pH"'**^ on them."
The Falcons backed a superb goaltending effort by Wayne Collins in the
second contest, as the sophomore
goalie turned in 32 saves on the evening.

"The win was a whole team effort,"
Pikul said after Friday's game. "The
forewards were forechecking, they
were coming back, and the defense
was standing up and taking the man.
It was a team effort - all five guys on
the ice, and all 20 guys on the team"

"I can't even say what (the
championship) meant or what it
means," Mills said. "It took more
work carrying that thing around the
ice than it took during the game - that
thing weighs a ton."

"We really improved in some
areas," York said. ''We weren't playing that bad over the last two weeks,
but we improved well this weekend.
We didn't give them many chances.
The last two weekends, the teams

"It felt awfully good tonight skating around with the cup," Hius added.
"We stuck together through the
slump, we had a good week of practice, and we came out ready to play. It
was great to win it at home."

Jenkins* 29 points leads cagers past MU
by Keith Walther

MOdi editor

It was not an election day, but some
votes might have been cast after the
Bowline Green basketball team
ousted Miami University, 7543, last
Saturday in front of 5,060 pumped-up
fans in Anderson Arena.
They were not votes for any political office. Rather, for the Mid-American Conference's Player of the Year.
By his performance, BG's David
Jenkins may have caused some peoSe to cast their ballots early - includg MU coach Darrell Hedric.
Jenkins scored 29 points, had 14
rebounds, dished out five assists,
made two steals and slapped away
one shot in the game. He did everything Saturday but win the Falcon
club's 50-50 draw ... but give him
time.
"What can I say," Hedric began,
"it was Just a matter of too much
David Jenkins. He played a whale of a

ballgame. He made the big plays for Miami drops to 94 and 12-11.
them Just when they needed them."
Jenkins poured in 19 points in the
first half yet the Falcons led only by
two, 3644.
MAC STANDINGS
Later, with BG leading 50-46, MU
Team(Overall record)
center John Marx hit a lay-in and
BOWLING GREEN (16-7)
11-3
John Willoughby connected on a 15Ohio (17-6)
104
foot lumper to tie the game at 50, with
Miami (12-11)
94
10:16 left in the contest.
Ball State (13-10)
7-7
BG's Bill Faine hit on a five-footer
Toledo (13-10)
7-7
to give the lead back to the Falcons.
NTU (10-13)
7-7
But then Willoughby and Craig Tubbs
Kent State (12-11)
64
drilled consecutive buckets to give
CMU (10-13)
54
Miami its first lead since the 4:38
EMU (9-14)
54
mark of the first half, 5442.
WMU (5-19)
3-11
But after a Falcon time out, it was
allBG.
O.K. coach, but is he the best
The Redskins threw multiple deplayer in the MAC?
'"Well, let's put it this way," Hedric fenses at BG, some were designed to
said. "I can't think of anybody who is stop Jenkins. But stopping Jenkins on
any better right off hand. He's just a this particular day was like stopping a
man possessed - possessed with a Tot
great player/'
WITH THE win, the Falcons re- of talent, that is.
main alone atop the MAC with a
"Without question that was the best
record of 114. BG is now 16-7 overall. all-around performance I have seen

from a player in my 21 years of
coaching," BG coach John Welnert
said later. "Jenkins plays with a
(former Boston Celtic great) John
Havlicek style. He makes the bard
plays look easy. He is a very functional player; nothing flashy. He
doesn't try to get style points on his
shots.
"But we had a lot of players who
played good games. It was the best
passing game we have had since the
Ohio game."
MIAMI 63
Tubbs, 84-15; Harper>4-10: Lewis, 24-4;
Kroeger, 24-4: Mare. 44-lf: Willoughby,
344: Dahn 344; Stahl, 0-2-2; Johnson, 02-2; Hunter, 0-1-1: Manuel, 04-0; Lehman, 14-2. TOTALS: 24-15-tt.
BOWLING GREEN 75
Greer, 2-24; Jenkins, 11-7-29; Taylor, 4-210; Faine, 5-1-11; Irish, 4-4-12: Waddell, 1O-J: Abendroth, 04-0; Jackson, 0-1-1;
Miller, 0-4-4; Thomas, 044; Harrison, 00-0; Browne, 0-0-0. TOTALS: 27-21-75.

All tickets sold out for BG-Ohio State hockey matchup
This Saturday's Bowling GreenOhio State hockey game is sold out as
of yesterday. It is fie earliest sell out
in hockey hi Athletic Department
history.
There are stfll some 288 tickets left
for this Saturday's BG-Ohio University basktbaD game in Anderson
Arena. These tickets will be available
on a ftrst-came-first-serve basis tomorrow morning for all those with allsparts pastei at the Anderson Arena
ticket office. If any tickets remain
after tomorrow, they will be available
to the general public.
Entries for women's and coed volleyball intramural teams are due

March 1, by 4 p.m. in room.108 at the
Student Recreation Center. Play begins on the week of March 7. Mandatory captains meeting March 2 at 5:15
conference room at SRC.

BRIEFS
iiiti

Mtirtiiiim*

Entries for women's and men's
floor hockey intramurals are available in room 108 at the SRC. Deadline
for women's entries is February 23.
Play date is February 27. A one day
' i elimination tournament will be

Storer YMCA CAMPS
A summer of fun and sun.working with kids Is
waiting for you. This is what you want to do.
Come and meet us at the Grandball room of
the Union on Feb. 23rd. Coed camp looking
for responsible guys and gals for summer job.
CALL: Bill Landers 354-1359 for more information.

held. Men's entry deadline is March 1,
with a two day single elimination
tournament to be to be held on March
5 and 6. Turn entries into room 106 at
the SRC
BG intramurals will be sponsoring
coed racquetball. Leagues will be
held on Mondays and Wednesdays
beginning February 28. Entries are
due by February 23 by 4 pan. A
mandatory captain's meeting will be
held on February 23 at 6 p.m. at the
SRC conference room. Entries are
available at room 106 at the SRC.
The Bowling Green ski team capped
off a successful season with the worn-

en's team bringing home the state
championship trophy. The last stop on
the tour was Boston Mills with Brad
Reutinik brining in a third place in
giant slalom for the men's team.
Leading the women's team to their
third consective state championship
were seniors Harriet Haricnouzsky,
Mary Jo Ferraza and Anne Tait.
Medal winners for the women
throughout the season were Junior
Monika Berberich and Peggy Eberhart. Leading the men were Reutinik
and senior John Hoffman.
The Bowling Green soccer team
held its annual awards banquet last
see BRIEFS page six

The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP)

Announces
AUDITIONS for SPRING '83
ETHNIC ARTISTS TALENT REVUE*
February 22 & 23
7-9:00 PM
402 University Hall

•FULLY FURNISHED EFFICIENCIES
INCLUDING A/C & CABLE TV
(Tenant pays elec. only)
►CLOSE TO CAMPUS
►STARTING AT $200 MONTHLY
►SPECIAL SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE

ACTORS - SINGERS - DANCERS
POETS - MUSICIANS
(To Perform from the Genre of Ethnic Arts)

•performance scheduled for April 22 In JEB theatre and best
performers eligible for ECAP sponsored cultural enrichment
field trip to Los Angeles or New York City.
For Intormotlon
Conrad:
ECAP. Staff
372-2796

SUMMER
RENTALS

Summer listings
available
Maurer-Green Rentals
Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717

224 E. Wooster St.

News Photo/Patrick Sandor
BQ's Kanny Waddell sails high over Miami's John
Willoughby to score in Saturday's 75-43 Mld-Amortcan Conference victory over Miami In Anderson
Arena.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 352-5435

BG
APARTMENTS
818-822 Second St.
•Two bedroom, four person
•Gas heat & all utilities
furnished except electric
•Laundry, Air Conditioning -

•$530per month

* ■

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES
• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the Most
Sophisticated Typesetting Equipment in
.

Bowling Green CaJI 311-2*01 or stop hy 106 UaWerritv HajJ
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CongratulationsB.G. leers On Your
Second MacNaughton Cup Championship
CLASSIFIEDS

CONGRATULATIONS
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1007 N Main, BG
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1278 for FREE estimate' BG Muffler
Center. 11055 Bowsnq Green Rd
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BLDG COME PARTICIPATE IN THE
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Anderson
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Show Suns epn-Men Aomrtted
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et 1ftJ0pm-L0TS OF SPECIALS
MAW ST. 182-170$
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MAIN ST. 352-3703
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Thursday In University Hal lor only
75"' Oon'l miss it
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SERVICES OFFERED
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services cannot compare
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COME

Fast accurate and neat CM Plw 2-

PARTICIPATE M THE NEW MEM
BERSHrP

FssUstx; Sound System Greet Music
and
electronic
special
effects

'83 B COMING

PLANNED PARENTHOOD

ID RATHER BE SAILING'
SPRING ORGANIZATIONAL MEET

Special rates

ALL

YOU

Hey Slg

"BOY

PRODUC-

TIONS HAS AN EYE OPENER FOR
YOU. COME TO "MAIN STREET"

"TAKE

IT

OFF"

Be there aloha1

C F Air Freight Snacks 1 Beverages

YOU

wB be served.

MORE?
BEST
WISHES
O.J..
JESSE. DENNIS. AND BUCKET

et 4:00 p.m

KIM

Kathy

Mushahwar

(GLORIA).

CAMPUS

I'M

SO

ANY-

GLAD

PIEDMONT APARTMENTS

FREE ADMIT WITH BG 10
CORNER OF SECORfSYLVANIA
ROCK WITH WFAL 880 AM

COSBsTINKATIONS

the

eaters

of

lo go wel tor you

Bowling Grew, OH 352-1195

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$285-furnished $265-unfumished
plus lights

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$22 5 -f urn ished $ 2 00-unf urnished
all utilities included seperate bedroom

Only S375.00/month
Ph.* 352-9378
Rental Office: 835 High St.

FrMe*ratiar*SeeCktrrYtR»d

S<9" W> -MI M

taNi Spa «d*M ** aw

in'.Hi'10 IN

S!U u# PflOCEOUflf: At the Urn o» si?" uf>. STUDEHT i.o. mit be presented, alon,. -Hth a co#y
of yo«r CU0CHT1AL r0i-i 'or eacn interview or overflow you schedule. Qualified candidates
are those utto aeet the academic degrees, anjors and graduatioa. dates requested by the eaployers
listed below. Those who do not .»eet these requtreastnts will not be uurvlewed.
Only percent resldentt (U.S. eitiians) ire considered unless otherwise indicated. The nua-jer in ( )
IndlcaUs the nuaaber of schedules requested by U* eeployer.

3-M-B3

V3NHE8 INTEM-SALES: B/Sfflllna/Salll.
Nil.. Sal. N*n., H.,. 1981 Cralilll U lie

3-06-83

CAMCELLFO.

LEA0EBSH1P/NGN1: Any four rr. era. or

Meher. N.,. kj,. C.ioi

t. S. ASHY NUSSE HtLtuniHG
Tolruc. OH

1-08-83

HUBSE: Jr. or Sr. In Hurling progres.
-ij. Aug. Cr.0i. (1) 8 llotl.

1-08-83

CAHCfLLEO.

Hasina. HI
CAITEB-MALIACE. INC. /UALLACE LASS
CraiMMir/. SJ

3-09-8!

KEO. SALES UP: S/Haet.. Ned. Tech..
Siol.. Cnea,. Nay Sregi. (1) s ileti.

SEN SAVINS* ASSOCIATION
Dartaa. ON

1-09-8!

BBAHCM HCNT. IBHEE: B/E1n., Sect., or
bwl. rellted, Hly, Aug. (1) 11 llotl.
SANE; (1) 1? llStl.

1-10- 81
MW

to*«

3-09-83

IIELO UNOCa«IITE«: 8/Sul. Me.. Htt..
-irchol . Salll. or otntri with 7 yri.

3-09-81

UTIEI or PIICE/COST AMI: |/H Proc.. Hat.,
'ay Craai. (?) 7 iloti aa. icMekile. ALL
HU51 AI1IW 1 KXIB PMSESTATION KABCII |,
At 1:00 PH. PLACENfNT Ct>-|k.

OEFENSE NAfPINC ACCSCT. ACSOSMCE CTI.
St. '.suit. NO

1-10-81

CABIOCBAPHCI: |/N Caeg.. Hath. Kyi.. CS,
Ceol.. Nay. Au|. Sra<l. 11) 13 llotl

BANCO. ISC.
Aerlan. NI

JHEIE«. INC.

1-10-8)
1-10-81
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HAVE FUN M THE SUN! OAYTONA
BEACH SPRING BREAK
TRIPSPONSORED

BY

3B2-227B.
FTCEI monttw rent on our lufy furStudio

spwlineiiisl

Com-

Plenty of

storaoe. Ful kjicrten end bathroom
We write our pass** lo IH your needs
Qood Itxanon

Caoee 10 rMtauranls

and stores CffAMNO CROSS APTS.
1017 8. ktstN St 111^88*.

Wanted for 83-84 school year. 2-3
mate non-smoking roomrrwkte
to
share apt 2 bethroome. 2 bedrooms.
sir

cond.

Rock

ledge

manor

LOW SUSatSEFI PtENTALS
HOUSES ANO APABTHEPIT8
NEWLOVE

NANAOEMENT

352-

CM Tim St 354-19*1

Lsndtord la hokang apt
26th

until Feb.

Unigus 1 bdrm

apt. m duple. ed|a-

cent to carapus

Guide. Directory. Newsletter

1016

»250O0'mo

fum . avat
pka

1

Bdrm

Fum

Apt

EXCELLENT COMMISSION ANO
TTtARwNQ AVAILABLE 822-888$.
Gukartat wants others lor reggae.
rockabwy. stones end new wave. CaS
362-2370

trip fa so popular! For more Inlonas

STUDENT

lion call Tom at 3S2-30S4

ALUMNI CENTER.

AVAILABLE
ANO

405
THE

rooms.

PRI-

VATELY OWNED Aval sum and
lal 9 or 12 mo lease 353-3855
Now renting for 83-84 school year
Houees and auitm*nta. Boggs Reel
Estate 352-9457. 382-3841. 354
1120.
Now Renong

O'CONNOR

SERVICES

384-

QuielPrlvale

House- Apia. -Fum
PART-TsME SALES POSITION

APPLICATIONS

May 11

utBttee

1763
Aval Now 353 3855

722-1111 Ext Bowing Green.

JEANS N' THINGS
5$1 RkJee St

service

Mar. CA 92626

HOLD SLIM PLAN CLASSES

1/2 Off Perm

good

1 bdrm

F -U

apis. 2

bdrm. F

gas heel tenant peys elec .

laundry

fad

aval

Al

residents

granted prlveedge of a rrNpmbefSfap to
Ifw OiERRVWOCO HEALTH SPA
Preferred ProoerWe Co 836 High
352-9378

ALPHA SIGMA PHI!
WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE THEIR NEW
ACTIVES:
SKIP BARTHEL
HERB WISCHOW
BOB WADE
KEVIN RUFFING
WELCOME TO THE MYSTIC CIRCLE

' >*e**««»***»»ss***»***««**<ss*<«*»(

Kirs

S195/mo Cal 352-

8689 or 352-8813
APARTMENT FOR RENT
May 9-Aug 19 2 bdrm furmehed Eaal
Court St freer oarnpus 362 7*88
CASSHIS MAMOR Now ranHng lor
Summer and Fel school yeer
Special Summer Rates
Ph: 382-9302 or 362-7365 eves
CARTY RENTALS
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
'83-84

school

year

and

E*ST OHIO GAS C0WAJ.T
Cleveland. OH

1-11-B)

PE»S1 COIA CCte»A«»
Troy. NI

3-11-03

summer

rensHa Al near oarnpus 352-7385
CARTY RENTALS
ilOUSSS A|>srtrrwrN*-FICH3rns
9-12monmliaail Summer ftenttle
Al neat Campus 362-7365
Now renting for summer

Two bed

room, run apt. Water, cable I v p*M
for A/C. parking lot. laundry facanea
$400. for the surnrner.

$260

for

term. Cal 362-7182
LLITHER APAF4TINENTS

» SS**S«M

733MANV1LLE
2 BORM ($225 1 BDRM '$200
382-6167

Z7%

>0

and laundry pnv

2 bdrm . ckpan and gurat. lal i

WFAL & KIPS
NI6HT OUT

tor 4 gals 352-8040 after 6.
We have « all tor 8J-84 RaMslsl
1. 2. 3. 4 bdrms . m spes

house,

dupienes Cal us for al your housing
needs

Newlove Merwrjomiril

336

S Mein 362-5620

TONIGHT

wraaat

FREE ADM1TANCE WITH B.G. I.U.
CELEBRATE GEORGE'S BIRTHDAY AM) HE'LL
TREAT YOU RIGHT AT THE BAR

Avasable now wan cooking prlvSege
avaleble COee K campus CeJNewBve

Mansgemem

336

S.

Mem

352-5620
Htsrrtslll
1 or 2 bdrms Many to choose from
Cal Newlove Menegement
336 S Main

352-5620

836 401 St . 12 urw. bidg . 2 bdrms.

ON

1 1/2 baths. Al utJ Included except
ease. Oas heat

$648 per mo

352

6239 before 5 00.
Furraahad 3 bdrm

house

8*B*. 202 Troup St

3

Shkly 352

5163 or 352-0666.
8AER RENTALS
VOTEO BO'Sf 1 LANDLORD

CANCELLED.

2 BORM APTS -1 '2 B* 2 BGSU

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SUMMER ANO FALL LEASES
362-4871 and 362-1800
EfTICtENCY CLOSE

SChfMl.

TO CAMPUS

AVAILABLE MAY FOR SUMMER OR
1 YR

160 plus ease. 362-4697 or

HtlfT TSBEI: KE1AIL SALES NBNT: S/Bkt.
only. Hay GriSI (1) 13 llotl.
ACC1 NOHT 1IHCE B/Acct., Hay. Ana. Srrwi
II) 10 iloti.

Now rsnttng for lal Efnce . 2 bdrms.
and 3 bdrm. houses. Deposit, lease.

EHR; L/0. auja. 3 Elew. Ed., Dec, Hay,
Aug. Grads. (1) 8 slots.
Bui. Ed (Voc. lOt. COE. IOC); Ind. Arts.
Sei. (all areas at Sec. level); Sec.Heth;
Coachei, all sports (both H/F), cert, tn
areas other then Pt; Dec.. Hay. Aug. Grade
(1) 8 slots.

t-vooe
M Dociora go
W Drtw>liidaan(|.
MlMd
MBWjwtyp.wlor

t RMiweoilhe
> L8>he''WMreed tr.

BAJtBERTON BOAJffi Of EOUCATIOH
BarOerton. OH

B/H ell ewjori. C1M. level. OK., ftay,
Awo. Grads. (1) U ,]0ts.
B/H all asijors. Secondary level. Dec..
Hay. Aug Grads. (1) 14 slots.

HMMIE Cin SCHOOlS
Sec. Math; See. SO., Dec-. Hay, AM.
Grads. (1) I sloti.

wiling ini., Nay. Aug. (2) 11 llotl ei.

rat, ELECiaaaics aw K'lirsE
Sedonoo SB.cn. CA

j. i. aosiNSoa
ClnelM. ON

$500-81200

AT THE CORNER OF
8ECOR AND SYLVANIA

(1) ■ iloti.

F. w. MOaHOiTH co.

Km*, or
Urea. ON

Fields

AtWRi. ::TY SCHOOLS
Aewart, OH

"UNHINO COORO.: I/Prod. Nest.. Nsr.
Aug. Gr.dl. 0) 12 llots.

o. s si> react
■•lies Sreen. OH

336 S Mam Street 352-5620.

pric**.

362-3620

IAII0NS

3-01-83

3-0S-B3

Al

monthly
Sightseeing
Free
Ink).
Write UC Box 52 OH 3 Corona Del

ROCK WITH CLASS

-.id »

iiOr>tlS)» from JM t.m, to 8 JO a-". #0r Can'oyar Schatoltl (BuilMlt. (wOverna-tnt, Aoatnc.ti.
I'd Gradual* St«»l») «« to- <'■*& t^a SECOND FLOOfl. Student Services Iu1idin«. STUOCNT I.D.
<l required.
S'gn Up for EDUCAIIC* Schedule, -111 Se Keld on Thursday, February 24 fnisi
«:00 p.». U 6:30 p.m. In the »0-U".
STUDEHT 1.0. It -eq.lred.
A CREOEKTIAL FOW PffiST BE TlNMEO IN FOR EACH SCrtEOULE OR OVE-'lOU TOU SCHtDutC.

sntLsr MUTUU. ursosAact co.
Sue lb... OH

Ask)

Your're probably paying too much!!

PLACEMENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES

tan Arter. NI

addresses and prices tor the 63-84
school year Newlove Management

Qood

Dietery qmel and privale

UNIVERSITY HOST AND HOSTESS

•all utilities included -gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet • party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-fumisnea $250-unfurnished

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHfcRHYWOOD SPA

KOrSMIO IESEMCH COW.
Kite!(bur?. OH

The

ol

age

rsBrbsd
JOBS-Summsr/yeer

TRAVEL $ or 8 pstaew418S, 4
p*r*en-$17S. CsR and see why this

I N' Things

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

•Professionally qualified Instructors and start
'Outside Recreation
'Lounge/Snack Bar

HrS!NESS[S *N0 COiAN

Kappa

T-ShMl

MAJORS

214 Hapoleon Road

•Complete Exeralce Equipment

0*'t 01 "ISH

Kappa

solera o( Alphe Gemma Delta

WEEK

Meadowview Court
Apartments

•Indoor Heated Pool
•Sun Lamps
•Newly Built

I-'IO-I»

OH 43402

urrturn

apt w/<sahwasfwr. ewan poof 8 stor

merit apt 1 mas outside BG Oarage

Complete Facilities tor men and woman

SCHEDULES.

Bowing Green

CRIME SHSP JOBS' $14-$28.0OD
Carnbeen. Hewen. work) CM for
brochure

118 E. Wooesar 81
Ce8 164-2280 or 88J-8883
Aval, now specious 1 bdrm

Attractive modern 2 bdrm turn besa

CNEIRVWOOD HEALTH SPA

rv, wwiMi. rEIUU> t*\~m W KniOdi^

ON

■-•AfABTNSFJfTB-

31 Rental Offloe

2 Bedroom Fully Furnlahed and Carpnted
•Food Waste Disposal-Bath and 1/2
•Gas Heat-Landlord Pays
•Gas Hot Water-Landlord Pays
•Gas Range-Landlord Pays
•••RESIDENT PAYS ELECTRIC (light only)"*
•SPECIAL FEATURES'
'Cablevision Available 'Patios and Balconies
•Large Closet Space 'Soundproofing
*9 or 12 Month Lease 'Plenty of Ample Parking
'Laundry Facilities in Buildings

B»

our free

Maey'a Heir In Feb

II your not getting yew shirts from

MASS

APT

3627187

Included 182-8818

ISN'T JUST FOR COMMUNICATION

YEAR

OR RACOUETBALL SB 50

S3S. and $46 Values

Op#n M-F 9-4*30

v.*u

SCHOOL

lo the list1 We sincerely hope things

victory ever the Theta Chi's. The

I0W LEASING FOR SUMMER I FULL 1983

•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool
•Metoe Sauna
•Shower Massage

THINGS!

ROOMMATE

Gamma: We add our congratulations

7:30. Mcfsll Center.

brothers of Sterna Phi Epaann.

741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. 731 HIGH ST.
820 8th St.
840 8th St.

83-84

In lor

Body

gocxJ

JOfW PBeeaaHfiarat RkMl Estaue

supsrvislng

LOCKER ROOM 109 N Mam

Stop

Er«>n*

1 or 1 bdrrN- Vsrioes ■*■

Must be able to

.round. Europe. 3. Amer . Auatrala.

FEMALE

To

Congratulations to the Slg Ep "A"
Basketball teem for en Important

nckjdlng

prepare and conduct training programs Starting annual salary rang*

138rmonth

TONfTE

continue

Delta Gemma Sisters

'

"BIG"' LOOKING FORWARD TO A

MARKETING CLUB ELECTIONS
TONIGHT!!!

beckground.

$14,600 - $17,300 depenrjng on

GREAT SPRING SEMESTER! LOVE.
KYM

end Betty CoBer tor being chosen lor
the Greek Who's Who' Love your

Way. Ft.

RACKET STTtlNGING FOR TENNIS

YOU'RE MY ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

Play Begin, week of

CongratutoSone

17th

Earn extredoears Set Avon CM Lon
Ann 352-8731.

EXPERT TYPING

Feb. 28.

NE.

or 2-B477.

WFALMTEOUT

Watt

FOKRENT

Adrnlrvstraove

Lauderdats 33304 (305)784 3208

511 MOPE ST.

Llnrvorarty Hal 8 30-4:30

THIS MEAN THAT WE CANT CARRY

Sin Year - Ful lane service

1

2N0 ST . S525'SEM CALL 2-8476

CALL 352 7305 AFTER 5 30 P M

tries Due to ire. 108 SRC by Feb. 23

personnel, helpful

(f*0N-SMOKERS ONLY'

KIP'S

TUCKER TYPING

derdaie 33304 (308)783-7434:

mi. to ocean, from S105. Livingston

Today. Kappe-Sigma Little Ski's wB

TONfTE

Coeagerte. busmess. personal
Nancy 352-0809

lerac* m peycnology

be seBng bagels end baked goods In

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR EN-

En-

Must have a Master's Degree, pre-

OVERSEAS

apsakit and eerie show

Intramural

(306)772-0210: 1 bdrm. apt. 1 bh.
to ocean, from S13S
Schubert
Apia.. 855 N E 20*1 Ave . Ft Leu-

BLOUSES AT JEANS N'

GAGEMENT TO CHRIS 148") DOES

Co-ed Recouetbalt

Inesrvenaon center m Wood County.

Ooodane 2/28

on Thurs Fab 24 Guest speaker e
Mike Valentino (recent graduate) from

372-0202. for more nlormation

s large corps of volunteers for crisis

40% OFF ALL FALL AMD WINTER

the Est's Oub tram 7.00-10:00 p.m

REASONABLE RATES

Ocean

ANOTHER

100

Cel 352 0091

THE NEW T-SHIRTS ARE IN'
THE NEW WBGU—FM ARE

J8L.

1977 Vow/e-F Jy kMded
Qood t^xidpson

683.

about Nemo. France

V.W

HIL» WANTED

Dr.. Laudeiurai By-the-Sea. 33308

1037

pet-

I work 352-1780

Director ol Couneeang rieenoneitile
for recruiting. Owning and superveung

FOR THE

ACROSS

CALL

resume lo Robert Hepburn, P.O. Box

The "A"

7 30 p.m. 200 Moseiey

1

1971

ble

•A MEETING TONIGHT

Sew

speakers and Asa) casaene cWck
8300 for aet Cei Dele at 353-8005
or 372-0088

3 NICE GIRLS ARE LOOKING FOR

Thanks. We love you

2

iLbDwta Duuy SET
TAMA MAJlOWArsE OX. 8800
88HT8*

DONNA AT 362-2004.

epl CM cosset

WOOSTER ST ONLY S3 80

Mrs

PSECI; WWTI;

1 OR 2 F ROOMATES NEEDEO FOR

day at me game Without you the Big
Victory would not have been possi-

YOUR

CALL 352-7305 AFTER 5 30 P M

«t Mark's Pins Pub tonight. 9 p.m

Baaketbel

i

For

1.2 m. to ocean. from SBO Rates
apply par week, per person. 4 per

TONTTE
Kara

Attorney s OfflCO.

1981 82 Mac EM 1st Floor Reunion

"A"

Teem

DIAMOND

You ere invited to a social garnering al

BUg .

The

_^____

THE NEW T—SHIRTS ARE IN'

the support and sprit shown Thurs-

ATTENTION:

EXPERT TYPttG
REASONABLE RATES

Dopt of JuaHco. and Noll mat ol
Jueace Contact the Corner lor Ecu

Ep*

leaues

Cs* 1-2* 1-8093

FOR SALE

I DESPARATELY NEED A BEGIN

APT. 83-84 SCHOOL YEAR

Motel.

KATHY HAMMEH

WASHING
1 > early

Day.

AVAILABLE AT FINDERS

BGSU SALES CLUB MEMBERS

8S2-8288

i lor 1983 lal aomosler appb-

Camp

Ohio Suite, Union

Team wouk) ate to thank you al for

BGSU students

Convenient appointments

THE NEW MEMBERSWP

231 Aomin

RIGHT

PROOUCnONSI
"WHERE
FANTASTES COME ALIVE I"

Confidential, personal cere

COME PARTICIPATE IN

ALL

E8T

IN WOOD COUNTY

22 « 8 30 In

8 L. The ADPI s

ON TUES, FEB. 22 AT a.00 P.M.
AND SEE FOUR OF BOSH'S FJN.

$35 00 CM Pf 372-3343

GIV1N0 WEEK 3/14/83 3/18/83

in

to tea about a better summer camp
Annual

emkunweiasl

You we invited lo a social gethenng at

FT. LAUDEROALE. FLA

p m

8

the efc'e dub bom 7.00-10:00 pm
on Thurs Fob 24 Guest Speaker is

Saecomber Motel. 4825 N
SPRING MEP MEETING — Wednes-

counselor fob.

10pm. StBCVwk

Both

course CM 352-8186

SPMNG BREAK M

Everyday, al day MTV
Every Mght. Al Ntght

toast We truly love you aSthe most. L

SCOUTS! "DIAMOND

3343

SEMOR CHALLENGE

ATTEN PROSPECTIVE
TON INTERNS March

80* page

and

iwSsd InOMOuNw, masrseled in snsrgy

Woootsr l«2-0s«4.

lies.

wabsssned.

Happy Hour Hobday Inn

dirty' Thanx so much tor eggs and
Other typing

sale

now kaarwswinQ ravcHvorklng com-

over

UAL CALL 372-6562. AFTER 8:30

C.F. Air Frieght Snacks 8 Oovorogoe

STOP et the Phe Forest table TODAY
badges

greek

with

sated bar. Both ell you cen eat.
SUM each LK Restaurant 1*88 E.

Mke Vewntme (recent graduate) tram

NEW WAVE. REGGAE. SOUL
ALIEN ROCK. NEWS 1 SPORTS

Rooml05 Henne Hal
your

chicken

Do you need tutoring in Bwlogy? Any

ROCK. JAZZ. CLASSICAL

Feb. 23. 8:30-7 30

or

NKG ITALIAN BOOK ANO LAB MAN-

BOSU SALES CLUB MEMBERS

day,

Tau spring Dredges. Ws think you're

NO

cooonal Options

LADIES ONLY1

*****

WANTED

LAMES ONIYI
TUESDAY FES 22
i Exotic Dencere Open al Spral
Show Starts OpovMEN ADMITTED

TUESDAY FEB. 22
s Exotic Dancers-Open at Sprri

on

Vlce-Prealdenl.

p.m.

We neve it el on 88 1 FM WBGU

TIME
WILL
HELP
HAELY 372-5285

GAS

Interim

Are we at Nek* Oaawf

You're the

get

Computerized Tyrxng

lor US

provided

GREEKS—Come

WITH

straw mein

Vogt,

Academic Affairs Ohio Suite-Student
Union. 7-8.30 Pel

MAIN ST. 352-3701

greets at* Onty Die beet for my ftsh

TUESDAY FEB. 22
ksele Exotic Oencera-Open et Sprri

Karl

ATTENTION:

ADPI Fel Pledges and Phi Pal end Phi

SPRING ORGANIZATIONAL MEET

228 MSC

services

OHo's laeairicj unarm eOvocale a

Al 1030-LOTS OF SPECIALS

CAN

"I'd ralhar bo setting"

MQ TUESDAY FEB

the

The ONo PlOfc kwsreal Campaign.

llleilllkniai

PM Pel quote of the week:

Love. Hmwomsn

LEAVE MARCH 3 OR ANY OTHER

Speaker and Side Show

MATH SCIENCE

Love. Your 01 Sisters

RIOE NEEDED 10 BETHLEHEM P A

■3A MEETING TONK3MI

TUESDAY.

leaders We know you'l do your beet.

F| Tom.

LADIES ONLY!

totchlng

Milling Tonigril al

about Narrto

OOtNOI

and II settle in ful. out of court. Love
you el K

RIDES

8 00 p m m Room n3 B A

laaone on being ssHctea orientation

FRIENDS OF UEBE- THANK YOU for

JC

Penney. Sentimental MM. Please

$1995

PERSONAL

Student-

on-campus

boxas
for
atudent
appscaSon mow now

Bar.

as

ACTTV18T

hove aB you want M III IslstllW

110 8 4.

TIONS
FOR
THE
MARKETING
CLUB. WE NEED GREAT OFFICERS

LOST AND FOUND

netased-low

hieleExoUc Dancers-Open el Spwi
Show Start! Ip—MEN ADMITTED

OON'T FOROET TO ATTIHO ELEC-

TO

Pick Year part M the world seal

Al IChJOpm-lOTS OF SPECIALS

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Mufflers

LADIES ONLY
TUESDAY FES. 11

Ya done good11 Con

OeW Grubee

WHAT (S THE GOOD UFE?
Panel Decueeion Pack Roghrnen. Sr
PauWte Schroeder. Cralg Herb: Or

I'm

grata roommate and remember that

Profosefonaf Preparation

asserted OMC1 for free ond ol reo*»lor <oiei rhereerlet.
Oeodlme for oil Itatlrtga n 3 okrrs boforo publtcotlon of 4.-03 p.m. frWoy of

JERRIII

Yeu'l meke e

err/at R-A. ne«l yeorl Lore. Meg

i >^arMtvaWi«
nv-eas
* Lv>Xpoer»

aDTHeSoosfrWeM
BttoM
WOmrt
«B HoaW Uoora * land
•BCHyWl
•J EvNepWN

» P-WaerVcaiorM Pad anna
ZT ••
nktooia
» CaMam 0*ar-tarr
»OuJini •
)a HOtyw

T- 1—

1

1

r~

rrn- 11

T

NO PETS 362-4265
VEL MANOR APTS: Deluxe fum apt.

TT

for 4 on. screes from Kohl

"
"

except elec

Al ua.

Aval, for summer and

1st 362-2888.
2 bdrm

fun apt

newly fum. $ carpet
M C*»t>a. In Caiat-i.
1' Ehugvwaana

362-2663

ULLAGE OREEN
480 LEHMAN

11

-

» SonolZeueend

2 BORM/8250 362-2278

compkrw with color TV. Al uaVeas pakfl
8980/aemeeler I peraon.

"oie. i
nUeeaseosMMch

H

8600'semeeler each 2 people 3521620 k»ac« to ae* model
1 Bdrm apt. low utl
$190mo no bass*
depoea- reowlred

GIISOMUK EID»T. »IU. XML. 01S«.
Gtbsonourt. OH

I alsf IB Irnmsdaltsly
1-382-3110 10-5 P.M.
1 BORM APT LOW LTO.. 176VMO

Hath; Huslc; l/EH, Schl. Hurte, Hay Grads.
(1) 7 slots. BKIH. CCv«n.ET£0 *». TO IHT.

NO LEASE
AVAILABLE

oepoerr r*K>ukfCD
awVCDUVrELY!

1-382-

3110 10-6 p.m.
Maul si and apt*

Close to oempua

lortl* 1983-84 school year. 1-2673341.

